Introduction
The study of nonlocal Cauchy problems in Banach spaces begins in 1991 with the work of Byszewski [6] . In that paper the author emphasizes the importance of nonlocal conditions, which are more general than the initial ones and make it possible to describe physical problems which cannot be studied by means of classical Cauchy problems. As an example, the nonlocal results can be applied to kinematics to determine the evolution t → y(t) of the location of a physical object for which the positions y(0), y(t 1 ), . . . , y(t p ) are not known, but we know the following nonlocal condition:
c k y(t k ) = x 0 , c k ∈ R \ {0}.
Later on, several authors have studied nonlocal Cauchy problems governed by ordinary differential equations or inclusions either with autonomous or non-autonomous linear parts. We refer for instance to the recent papers [2] , [10] , [23] .
Nowadays, some practical situations gave rise to the necessity to study the controllability of this kind of problems. For example, they are a useful tool for obtaining the controllability of the size structured population equation (see [4] ).
This fact explains the growing interest by several authors (see e.g. [11] , [17] ) in the investigation of controllability for nonlocal problems.
In the present paper we consider a Cauchy problem with a nonlocal condition governed by a nonautonomous semilinear differential inclusion.
In Section 3, we estabilish the existence of mild solutions for our problem by requiring the nonlinearity to possess a Scorza-Dragoni property in the sense of lower semicontinuity and the linear part to satisfy the usual conditions. The main tool used in this section is a selection theorem presented in [8] .
Then, in Section 4, we study the controllability of a nonlocal Cauchy problem. In the main result of this section we make use again of the selection theorem cited above.
Our existence and controllability results extend in a broad sense some recent theorems existing in literature (see Remarks 3.1 and 4.3).
Preliminaries
Let X,Y be Hausdorff topological spaces and, if necessary, let Y be also linear.
In the sequel we make use of the following notation: P(Y ) = {H ⊂ Y : H = ∅}; P c (Y ) = {H ∈ P(Y ) : H convex}; P f (Y ) = {H ∈ P(Y ) : H closed}; P k (Y ) = {H ∈ P(Y ) : H compact}; P f c (Y ) = P f (Y ) ∩ P c (Y ); etc.
Moreover, we also consider the family D(Y ), introduced by Michael in [18] , defined as (2.1) D(Y ) = {H ∈ P c (Y ) : H ⊃ I(H)} with I(H) = {x ∈ H : x / ∈ S, S supporting set for H}. We recall that a set S called a supporting set for H if it is a proper closed and convex subset of the (closed and convex) set H which satisfies the condition that for every segment
Recall also that for the family D(Y ) the chain inclusion
holds (cf. [18] ).
A multifunction F : X → P(Y ) is said to be lower semicontinuous at x 0 ∈ X if for every open set Ω ⊆ Y with F (x 0 ) ∩ Ω = ∅ there exists a neighborhood V of x 0 such that F (x) ∩ Ω = ∅ for every x ∈ V (see e.g. [13] , [15] ).
Let [a, b] be an interval of the real line endowed with the usual Lebesgue measure λ defined on the Lebesgue σ-algebra
If Y is a separable Banach space the three definitions are equivalent (cf. [13] , Theorem 2.1.35). Further, if the multifunction takes on compact values, they are also equivalent to the following property (cf. [15] , Theorem 1.3.1): there exists a sequence (F n ) n∈N of step multifunctions such that lim n→+∞ h(F n (t), F (t)) = 0 for a.e.
and F |Kε×X. is lower semicontinuous;
whereas it is said to be a 
Given a multifunction F : [a, b] → P(E), we will consider the set
Finally, let us recall that a two parameter family
Of course, there exists D > 0 such that
where L (E) is the space of bounded linear operators from E to itself.
Existence of mild solutions
In this section we consider the nonlocal Cauchy problem in a separable Banach space E
where {A(t)} t∈[0,b] is a family of linear (not necessarily bounded) operators A(t) : D(A) ⊆ E → E, with D(A) not depending on t and dense in E, generating an evolution system {T (t, s)
We recall that a family {A(t)} t∈ [0,b] generates an evolution system {T (t, s)} (t,s)∈∆ if on the region D(A) each operator T (t, s) is strongly differentiable (see, e.g. [16] ) relative to t and s, while
where f ∈ S 1 F (·,y(·)) . The existence of mild solutions for problem (P) is provided by the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Let E be a separable Banach space. Suppose that F : [0, b] × E → P(E) possesses properties (l-SD) and (M). Assume
where χ is the Hausdorff measure of non-compactness; (Θ1) θ : C([0, b], E) → E is a compact mapping such that there exist ζ, η > 0 with
Then problem (P) has at least one mild solution on the interval [0, b].
P r o o f. We observe that the Lebesgue measure on the Borel σ-algebra of the interval [0, b] is a Radon measure (cf. [13] , Theorem A.2.67, and [14] , Definition 7.6.8).
Since the multifunction F verifies the hypotheses of the Selection Theorem in [8] , we can say that F has a Carathéodory selection, i.e. there exists a function f :
is Borelmeasurable for every x ∈ E, f (t, x) ∈ F (t, x) for a.e. t ∈ [0, b] and for every x ∈ E. Now, defining the multifunction
we consider the nonlocal Cauchy problem
First of all, we check that G satisfies hypotheses (H1), (H2), (H3) of Theorem 3.1 in [2] .
As for (H1), we observe that obviously G(t, ·) is upper semicontinuous; moreover, since f (·, x) is a Borel-measurable selector of G(·, x) and E is a separable Banach space, we have that the selector f (·, x) is also strongly measurable.
Then, (F 1) implies that G satisfies (H2). Further, the monotonicity of the Hausdorff measure of non-compactness and (F 2) allow us to deduce that G satisfies (H3).
Letζ > max{ζ ; (1 − D m L 1 )/D}, where ζ is from (Θ1) and D is from (2.3). By (3.1), we have the estimate
So, putting c =ζ and d = x 0 + η, we can conclude that the function g verifies hypothesis (H4) of Theorem 3.1 in [2] .
Therefore we can apply the theorem just mentioned (see also Theorem 3.1 in [23] ) and claim that there exists a mild solution for the nonlocal Cauchy problem (3.2) . This function is a mild solution for (P) too.
In Theorem 3.1, if the multifunction takes on values in the family D(E) (see (2.1)) then assumption (M) is easily verified (cf. [18] , Theorem 3.1 ′′′ ). Therefore we deduce the following
Remark 3.1. Our existence results extend in a broad sense Theorem 3.1 in [2] , Theorem 3.1 in [23] and Theorem 3.2 in [10] . This follows from the fact that the inclusion of P f c (E) in D(E) is proper: this is obvious if E is a finite dimensional space since in this case D(E) = P c (E) (cf. [18] ); whereas, if E is infinite dimensional, the strict inclusion is proved by Example 3.2 in [8] .
Controllability
We will deal with the nonlocal Cauchy problem with controls
The nonlocal Cauchy problem (CP) is said to be controllable on [0, b] if for every x 1 ∈ E there exists a mild solution for (CP) satisfying
satisfying (CP) and (4.1) will be called a solution of the controllability problem.
In the sequel we will work in the following setting.
(A) the family {A(t)} t∈ [0,b] generates an evolution system {T (t, s)} (t,s)∈∆ such that for every (t, s) with t − s > 0 the operator T (t, s) is compact; (B) the linear operator B : U → E is bounded and such that the operator W :
Remark 4.1. We wish to note that it is allowable to require the surjectivity of W in property (B). In fact, we can endow Im W with a suitable norm in such a way that it becomes a separable Banach space.
To show this, we consider the operator W :
which is univocally determined, linear, bounded and invertible (see e.g. [19] , §10.2). Now we endow the set Im W the norm
where 
and the last space is a separable space, E being separable. Finally, since Im W = Im W , we have proved that (Im W, · Im W ) is a separable Banach space (cf. [3] ).
Remark 4.2. We notice that 
Now, let us denote by M 1 , M 2 the constants which bound B, W −1 respectively and let D be the positive number from (2.3). In the next theorem we will use
Theorem 4.1. Let U and E be Banach spaces, with E separable. Assume hypotheses (A), (B) and (Θ2) the mapping θ : C([0, b], E) → E is compact and there exists α 0 such that
Moreover, put β = lim inf ϕ n (s) ds, and let where u y is the representative of the class
In the sequel we will use the identification
We will show that R has a fixed point. The proof is given in several steps.
Step 1. Let us show that there exists n 0 ∈ N such that R(B n0 (0)) ⊆ B n0 (0), where B n0 (0) is the ball of radius n 0 centered at 0 in the space C([0, b]; E).
Suppose by contradiction that for every n ∈ N there exists a function y n ∈ C([0, b]; E) such that (4.7)
y n C n and R(y n ) C > n.
From (Φ), by considering a subsequence if necessary, we have
Fixing t ∈ [0, b], from (4.5) and (Φ), we have
where M 1 , D are the constants which have been introduced in order to define
3)) and L (U ; E) is the space of bounded linear operators from U to E. Moreover, from (4.6) and (4.7) we obtain the estimate
M 2 being the latter constant used in (4.3). From (4.7), (4.9) and (4.10) we deduce
Taking into account (4.3) and (4.4) and dividing by n, we get
where
Now, if the set {y n : n ∈ N} is bounded, then by (Θ2), the set {θ(y n ) : n ∈ N} is bounded too. Hence
Then, passing to the limit for n → +∞ in (4.11), from (4.8) and (4.4) we obtain the contradiction
Otherwise, if {y n : n ∈ N} is not bounded, there exists a subsequence (y n k ) k∈N such that lim k→+∞ y n k = +∞. Now, by (4.7) and (Θ2), we deduce
and so, by considering (4.11) relative to the subsequence, with the same reasoning as before, we obtain again the above contradiction.
Step 2. We prove that R(B n0 (0)) is a relatively compact subset of C([0, b]; E). We start by showing that the set R(B n0 (0))(t) is relatively compact in E, for every
Consider the set
is a separable space, S is a separable set. It is easy to see that there exists a countable subset of S (4.13) {g n (·) = g(·, y n (·)) : n ∈ N} which is dense in S. Let us define a multifunction G 1 : [0, b] → P(E) in the following way:
First we prove that G 1 is measurable. It is enough to show that (cf. [13] , Proposition 2.2.3) there exists a countable set Γ of measurable selectors of G 1 such that
To this aim, we define a countable set of functions
Clearly, every γ ∈ Γ is a measurable selector of G 1 . Now, for a fixed t ∈ [0, b], we prove that (4.14)
Obviously,
To get the other inclusion it is sufficient to prove that co{g n (t) : n ∈ N} ⊂ Γ(t).
α n = 1 and there exists k ∈ N such that α n = 0, n > k. We note that there exist k sequences (n m g n (t) ∈ Γ(t). Since (4.14) is proved, we can conclude that G 1 is measurable. We prove now that G 1 is integrably bounded. From (4.13) and (Φ), recalling that y n ∈ B n0 (0), n ∈ N, for almost every t ∈ [0, b] we have co{g n (t) : n ∈ N} sup x n0
Then it follows immediately that (4.16)
We denote
Now we set K = {Bu y : y ∈ B n0 (0)}, where u y is the function defined in (4.6). Let us note that the function Bu y : [0, b] → E, (Bu y )(t) = Bu y (t), is Bochner integrable. As for the set S defined in (4.12), it is possible to say that there exists a countable subset of K, {Bu n : n ∈ N}, dense in K.
Let G 2 : [0, b] → P(E) be the multifunction defined by
By proceeding as for G 1 , it is possible to claim that G 2 is measurable.
Furthermore, also G 2 is integrably bounded. In fact, first of all we observe that
since B L (U;E) M 1 . Now, since (4.10) is true also for every y ∈ B n0 (0), by applying (Θ2) we get
So from (4.17) and (4.18), the following estimate holds:
i.e. we have the integrable boundedness of G 2 . Now, put N 2 = {t ∈ [0, b] : G 2 (t) > ψ(t)} and consider the set N = N 1 ∪ N 2 . For every t ∈ [0, b], let Φ t : [0, t] → P(E) be the multifunction defined by
From (4.16) and (4.19), taking into account (A), it is easy to see that Φ t has compact and convex values and that (2.3) ). The integrable boundedness of Φ t immediately follows. Now we shall prove that Φ t is graph measurable. The multifunctions
for every open A ⊂ E. Hence, they have property (l-SD) (cf. [22] , Theorem 2.3.2). Therefore for every i = 1, 2 and every ε > 0 there exists a compact
ε ×E is lower semicontinuous and hence, equivalently, G i|K i ε is lower semicontinuous. Now we prove that the multifunction Φ t : [0, t] × E → P kc (E) defined as
has property (l-SD).
To this aim, put Φ *
. By Proposition 1.2.6 of [13] and the continuity of
ε . Hence, Proposition 1.2.38 of [13] implies that Φ t is lower semicontinuous in K ε and so we have lower semicontinuity of Φ t in K ε × E. Observing that λ([0, t] \ K ε ) < ε, we conclude that Φ t verifies property (l-SD). Now, by Theorem 2.3.2 of [22] we get measurability of Φ t ; hence Φ t is graph measurable (see [13] , Proposition 2.1.7).
At this point all the assumptions of Theorem 2.5.23 in [13] are verified so that, following its proof, we get t 0 Φ t (s) ds ∈ P kc (E).
Consider now the set
It is easy to see that H(t) ⊆ t 0 Φ t (s) ds, so we can deduce its relative compactness. Hence, since (4.5) implies the inclusion
and thanks to (A) and (Θ2), we can state that the set R(B n0 (0))(t) is relatively compact in E. Next, we prove that R(B n0 ) is equicontinuous. Fixed y ∈ B n0 and ε > 0, let 4.3) and (2.3)) , we obtain the following estimate:
and using (4.18), we have
By virtue of jj) of the evolution systems and the summability of ϕ n0 , there exists
Putting δ(ε) = min{(ε/7k) 2 ; δ 1 (ε/7k); δ 2 (ε/7k)}, from (4.21) and (4.22) we get
At this point, by applying the Ascoli-Arzelà theorem, we have that the set R(B n0 ) is relatively compact in C([0, b]; E).
Step 3. Let us prove that R |Bn 0 (0) : B n0 (0) → B n0 (0) is continuous. Fixing y ∈ B n0 (0), let (y n ) n , y n ∈ B n0 (0), be a sequence converging to y in C([0, b]; E). From (4.5), for every t ∈ [0, b] and every n ∈ N we have R(y n )(t) − R(y)(t) T (t, 0)(θ(y n ) − θ(y))
so, bearing in mind the fact that M 1 and M 2 bound the linear operators B and W −1 respectively, from (4.6) we obtain
g(r, y n (r)) − g(r, y(r)) dr.
Therefore we have
Hence, we can conclude that (R(y n )) n∈N converges to R(y) in C([0, b]; E).
Step 4. Now we are in position to apply the Schauder Theorem to the function R |Bn 0 (0) and claim that there exists y ∈ C([0, b]; E) such that
Further, it is immediately seen that y also satisfies the terminal condition (4.1).
Therefore, the controllability of (CP) is proved.
As for Corollary 3.1, in case that the multifunction takes on values in the family D(E), from Theorem 4.1 we can deduce Obviously (2.2) yields that the values of the multifunction in the previous corollary are convex.
Otherwise, if the values of the multifunction are compact and not necessarily convex, we can provide another controllability theorem where hypothesis (M) is removed.
To this aim, we recall beforehand the following lemma (cf. [20] , 4.3 Fact 14). (I) F has property (l-SD); (II) F is almost lower semicontinuous, i.e. there exists a sequence of disjoint compact 
P r o o f.
We consider the Nemitsky map N :
First of all we note that N is well defined. In fact, from Lemma 3.1 in [7] and taking into account Lemma 4.1, we can say that for every y ∈ C([0 Let us show that N is lower semicontinuous.
By virtue of Proposition 1.2.66 in [13] , it is sufficient to prove that, for a fixed y ∈ C([0, b]; E), for every ε > 0 there exists σ(ε, y) > 0 such that for every y ∈ C([0, b]; E) with y − y C σ(ε, y) we have
where ̺ E is defined analogously to ̺ L 1 . In fact, using again Lemma 4.1, from Lemma 5.5.2 of [15] we can conclude that for every y ∈ C([0, b]; E) there exists a function w ∈ N (y) such that (4.25)
Since w ∈ N (y), we can also write
Now suppose, by contradiction, that strict inequality holds in the expression above. Then a function v ∈ N (y) such that
had to exist and so, using (4.25) too, we would get
Clearly it is a contradiction. So we can conclude that ̺ L 1 (z, N (y)) = b 0 z(s) − w(s) ds. Hence, even (4.24) is satisfied. Now, by applying Lemma 5.5.1 of [15] , for a fixed ε > 0 there exists a σ = σ(ε/b, y) > 0 such that for every y ∈ C([0, b]; E) with y − y C σ we can write
Fixing z in N (y), from (4.24) and (4.26) we deduce that for every y ∈ C([0, b]; E) with y − y C σ the following estimate holds:
Hence we get (N (y) ).
Now we are in position to use the Bressan-Colombo selection theorem (cf. [5] ). Hence there exists a continuous function r :
where for the representative u y , chosen as in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we use the identification Moreover, it is easy to see that y also verifies y(b) + θ(y) = x 1 .
Hence, we can conclude the controllability of problem (CP).
Remark 4.3. We wish to note that Theorem 4.1 covers a large class of multifunctions since no assumptions are required on the values of the multifunction.
Moreover, we observe that our results extend in a broad sense the analogous ones in [17] as the following example shows. So the assumption required in [17] cannot be satisfied, which shows that our results improve also those in [17] .
Remark 4.4. In order to obtain the controllability, with respect to Section 3 here we strengthen the hypothesis on the linear part of the differential inclusion by requiring property (A), but concerning the nonlinearity we omit hypothesis (F2) and substitute (F1) with the weaker (Φ).
The fact that (Φ) is weaker than (F1) is immediately seen by considering the sequence (ϕ n ) n∈N defined by ϕ n (t) = m(t)(1 + n), t ∈ [0, b] (where m is from (F1)).
It should be clarified that conditions (A) and (B), assumed in several papers in order to obtain the controllability (see for instance the recent [9] , [17] ), implicitly imply that the Banach space E has finite dimension, as proved by Hernández and O'Regan in [12] .
Therefore, for lower Scorza-Dragoni nonlinearities the controllability in infinitedimensional Banach spaces is an open problem at present.
